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MEMORANDUM T0: B. J. Youngblood, Chief, Licensing Branch No.1, NRR w

FROM: R. C. Knop, Chief, Projects Branch No.1, RIII

ISUBJECT: FOLLOWUP ON CALLAWAY INTEGRATED DESIGN INSPECTION TEAM
FINDINGS (AITS F03-057183) M

- ks .l;

The results of the NRC Integrated Design Inspection (IDI) at Callaway are D'documented in NRC Inspection Report 50-483/82-22. The licensee's response / 9
to the IDI findings and unresolved items was transmitted by a letter from ( /

-

subsequent telephone conversations among Gordon Edison of NRR, Dennis Allison /D. F. Schnell to J. G. Keppler, ULNRC-636, dated June 15, 1983. During 4
-

'

1

3

of IE, Cliff Hale of Region IV, and Jim Konklin of Region III, agreements \
'were reached regarding responsibilities for follow up and close out of

i

certain of the IDI team's findings. Those agreements were documented in a '

memorandum from C. E. Norelius to J. M. Taylor, dated October 7,1983.

)b)The purpose of this memorandum is to request that you provide the follow up
and close out actions on findings F 2-1 and F 2-7 of Report 50-483/82-22,
as agreed to by Dr. Edison during the above telephone conversations. Attached
for your information are copies of the pages from the licensee's response
which reiterate and discuss the two findings. l

If you have any questions regarding the above, please call.

0) M
[.s- gh fr

R. C. Knop, Chief f
Projects Branch 1 ,

kAttachment: As Stated.

cc w/ attachment:
J. G. Partlow, IE
D. P. Allisoa, IE
G. E. Edison, NRR
C. J. Itale, RIV

C. E. Norelius, RIII

R. L. Spessard, RIII
J. H. Neisler, Callaway SRI
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November }6, 1983

MEMORANDUM TO: B. J. Youngblood, Chief Licensing Branch No. 1, NRR

FROM: R. C. Knop, Chief. Projects Branch No.1, RIII

. SUBJECT: FOLLOWJP DN CALLAWAY INTEGRATED DESIGN INSPECTION TEAM
FINDINGS (AITS F03-057183)

The results of the NRC Integrated Design Inspection (IDI) at Callaway are
documented in NRC Inspection Report 50-483/82-22. The licensee's response
to the IDI findings and unresolved items was transmitted by a letter from
D. F. Schnell to J. G. Keppler, ULNRC-636, dated June 15, 1983. During
subsequent telephone conversations among Gordon Edison of NRR, Dennis Allison
of IE, Cliff Hale of Region IV, and Jirr. Konklin of Region III, agreements
were reached regarding responsibilities for follow up and close out of
certain of the IDI team's findings. Those agreements were documented in a
n,emorandum from C. E. Norelius to J. 11. Taylor, dated October 7, 1983.

The purpose of this memorandum is to request that you provide the follow up
and close out actions on findings F 2-1 and F 2-7 of Report 50-483/82-22,
a:. agreed to by Dr. Edison during the above telephone conversations. Attached
for your information are copies of the pages from the licensee's response
which reiterate and discuss the two findings.

If you have any questions regarding the above, please call.

O |3 )&,. flr.

[. .

R. C. Knop, Chief
Projects Branch 3

Attachment: As Stated

cc w/ attachment:
J. G. Partlow, IE
D. P. Allison, IE
G. E. Edison, NRR -

C. J. liale, RIV

C. E. Norelius, RIII

R. L. Spessard, RIII
J. H. Neisler, Callaway SRI
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FINDING 2-1
.

*

This finding questions the design adequacy of the auxiliary feedwater pump*

turbine exhaust line which is non seismic category I beyond the boundary of
the auxiliary building. The finding states that the design provisions for
the line are shown on Figure 10.4-10; howe,ver, it contends that the design
is improper in that it violates FSAR commitments related to the seismic,

design capability of the active AFW Turbine driven pump.

RESPONSE

The response to this finding is divided into three parts which address 1)
the design adequacy of the exhaust line 2) the compliance with the FSAR,
and 3) the content of the FSAR.

-

1. Design Provisions

| The design of the AFP turbine exhaust line was established during the
early phases of the project, and it was shown in the PSAR and the FSAR
as being non-seismic Category I beyond the boundary of the auxiliary
building.

The design was based on current licensing requirements for system -

operation following a single failure. The design flow rate is
delivered by tne system for all credible initiating events and has
been accepted by the NRC during both the PSAR and FSAR review phases.

The following exhaust line failure mode considerations were evaluated,

in establishing the design:

(a) The auxiliary boiler building is designed to UB0 seismic
considerations and is not expected to fail during a seismic
event.

(b) If the auxiliary boiler building were to catostrophically fail
and the exhaust line were sheared off completely, the AFP turbine
would operate properly.

(c) Even if the exhaust line were to crimp significantly, the AFP
! turbine driven pump would still deliver design flow rates. The

back pressure on the turbine may be in:reased significantly
before the required flow rates will not be available. A local
constriction of 90% of the free area of the exhaust line is
required before the design flow will not be delivered. This type
of failure is not considered to be credible.

.

Breaks in seismic Category I piping are not postulated during a;

1

seismic event. Thus a MSLB or MFLB inside containment or in the steam
! tunnel are not postulated following a seismic event and the design of

the exhaust line does not enter into the evaluation of these breaks.

.

.
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TINDING 2-7_ '

R

-This finding identified an apparent instance where a statement in the TSAThe statement was that there is no
.

had oct been implemented in the design. water drainage to lower elevations of the auxiliary buildingThe main issue is whether
following a

nonnechanistic break of a main feedveter line. l should be
the effects of nonsechanistic breaks in the steam tunnel

considered in the design basis of the rooms below the steam tunne .s
a

RESPONSE:
.

In 1977 the ERC advised the SNUPPS utilities that the SNUPPS main steamd the pressure effects of
tunnel room would have to be designed to withstan The NRC also ;

a nonsechanistic break in a main steam or main feed line.
'

'

d within the
stated that any equipment required for safe shutdown locateMarch 9, 1978,
room should be qualified to the resultant environment. Onided by SNUPPS
the NRC accepted the design modifications and analyses provided the parameters
which allowed the venting of the structure and prov
required for qualification of items within the room.

T1ooding within main steam tunnel room from this nonsechanistic break wasd to preclude ,

1

calculated. In order to ensure the integrity of the walls an
'

I
d condition, two '

the need for equipment quelification in a submerge to the turbine
twenty-inch drain lines were provided to drain the water f

building. During preparation of the licensing submittal, note vss taken otions through the

these large drain lines as well as certain sealed penetrafloor of the steam tunnel. it was erroneously assumed that there woul
d be: '

h the small4

no drainage to the lower elevations of the plant even thougdrain lines were shown on the drainage system P&lDs. The TSAR vill be
tevised to eliminate this error.
Although it was never SNUPPS' intent to extend the ef fects of this

|
drainage

improbable, nonsechanistic break outside the steam tunnel, waterbeen considered. Water

and steam escape through the small drain lines havedrainage to lower elevations vill not adversely affect safety-relatelding basement which
d

| equipment because the water goes to the auxiliary buiSimilarly steam escape is not likely to
4

has a 7-foot design flood depth.af fect saf ety-related equipment due to the small driving
| force (steam

ilation ducts closei

tunnel pressure) and because fire dampers in the vent
,

d When the

whan the room temperature exceeds that normally anticipate .daupers close, the driving force equalices, and passive heat sinks take
,

|-
|
j ef fect to reduce room temperature.

-s
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lding, various single
For a seismically induced MSLB in the turbine buinone of which result in adverseIf er MSLIV fails
failures can be postulated, conditions even if the ATP Turbine is inopera

ble. 2 motor driven
' to close, one steam generator will blev down; however,tors. If one
AFW pumps are available to feed 3 intact steam generathe other motor driven

In this case the breakmotor driven pump train fails for any reason,d

pump will feed 2 steam generators as require .has been isolated by the MSLIV and all 4 staae genera
tors are intact.

be independent of AC

The turbine driven pump subsystem is designed toth to reduce thed

power as required by the NRC f or def ense-in- epit would require failureLoss of all AC power is'

consequences of a total loss of all AC power. current with a loss ofnot a design basis condition of ShTFPS since
of both of the diesel generators to start conHowever, the design capabilities of the ShTPPS plantsd the ACRS and

for this condition were evaluated by the NRC staf f anof f site power.

were found to be acceptable. l loss of AC power
The possibility of both a seiscie event and a totaEven if this combination vere to

ld have to fail in a r.anneroccurring cicultaneously is remote.
occur, the auxiliary boiler building wou ling of the entire flow,

which would result in the nearly perfect seabine driven pump would fail to
arts of the exhaust line before the turdeliver the required flow. W syster, the system
To suecarize the design provisions of the A i for events;

design seets all current requirements acd vill furet onC

beyond current design bases established by the FR .
;

g npliance With The TSAR _ ordance with the2.
The design of the ATP turbine exhaust pipe is in acc

;
ts. The

original design intent and the TSAR requiremendeclassification of the exhaust line to non seism c anThe design of the A W pump and
J

i d 131.1 was
,

ted in Section 3.9(F).3.2.2.1:shown in the pSAR and the TSAR.
turbine meet the TSAR requirenents s ad to operate during a safe shutdown

t

f the'

the pump is designed and qualifieThis section makes no commitment for the design o
earthquake . h t line.

exhaust line nor does it address the ex ausf systems are

The regulatory requirements for the seismic design oThe ShTPPS response to thir1

As noted therein, theaddressed in Regulatory Guide 1.29 3

regulatory guide is provided in Table 3.2- .h wn on Table 3.2-I .
SNUPFS fr.plementation of seismic requirements is s o
The text of Section 3.2 states the following

i Table

"For identification of system and subsystem boundar es.l figures) by
3.2-1 is supplemented (i.e.. reierenced to applicab earked to clearly

piping and instrument diagrams which have been md the various quality
show the limits of the seismic category I an
group classifications on a system."

-
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d provides
Section 5.4 of Table 3.2-1 describes the ATW system pumps anFigure 10.4-9 clearly indicates the

* e .

a reference to Figure 10.4-9. Section 10.4.9 also
limits of the seismic Category I piping. references this table for the definition of, seismic des gn

i limits.

:f TSAR
In summary, it is SKUPPS position that there is no violation o
commitments.

3. ,_ Content of the TSAR ibe the
This finding implies that the SNUPPS TSAR did not fully descrWe believe that the TSAR content is
design of the exhaust line.
appropriate. d 1.70.
The SNUPPS TSAR is written in accordance with Regulatory Gui eS) do not
This regulatory guide and the Standard Review Plans (SRPt been provided
require descriptiens of design provisions which have not in features.

nor do they require justification for not providing cer aThe SNUPPS TSAR does clearly identify the design of the exhaust
line

h line

and ref erences the specific location in which the ex aust
provisions can be reviewed.
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